We consider the possibility of studying the CP properties of various B s decays at an electro-positron machine tuned to the Υ(5S). Since decay modes of the B s with definite CP are relatively rare, we suggest that the use of more common modes which are not pure CP eigenstates may allow the determination of the CKM phase γ. By studying the degree of correlation between different decay modes at a Υ(5S) it is possible to determine the degree of affinity of each decay mode to a CP eigenstate. Once this is known, the correlation between a decay mode with a greater affinity to a particular CP eigenstate with a mode such as D 
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1 email: atwood@iastate.edu 2 email: soni@bnl.gov B factories currently running on the Υ(4S) resonance will shed light on a number of important aspects of the Standard Model (SM), most prominently CP violation through B 0 → J/ψK s as well as a number of other rare modes [1] . To a large extent various rare decay modes should confirm or refute the role of the SM in B decays. To gather a more complete understanding, however, it is desirable to also study B s decays.
The remarkable success of the current B-factory programs opens up the possibility that future colliders could be run at luminosities an order of magnitude (or more) beyond those being achieved in the current program. If luminosities on the order of 10 35 cm −2 s −1 prove to be achievable, in addition to the contributions to B physics which will result from the study of Υ(4s) → BB, it may be worthwhile to running such machines at the Υ(5S) peak to study Υ(5S) → B s B s (and also B s B * s and B * s B * s ) [2] . The yield of B s mesons in such a scenario can be roughly estimated from existing data [3] . The cross section for Υ(5S) production is about 320 pb [3] while the branching ratio for B s B s + B * s B s + B * s B * s was found to be about 0.3; hence at a luminosity of 10 35 cm −2 s −1 about 10 8 such pairs would be produced per year. Although hadronic B machines could produce similar numbers of B s mesons, at an e + e − collider the experimental environment would be cleaner and, more significantly, the pairs produced would be in a correlated CP eigenstate. In this paper, we consider how this fact may be exploited to study the general properties of the decay of B s eigenstates and probe the angle γ of the CKM matrix.
A unique feature of the B s system is that the two eigenstates are likely to have appreciably different inclusive and exclusive decay rates [4] . In particular, if there is a significant difference between the total decay rates of the two eigenstates, it logically follows that there should be even greater differences in some exclusive decay channels.
In the SM, the mass eigenstates are nearly CP eigenstates (we denote these eigenstates B which are explicit CP eigenstates would only be produced in the decay of the corresponding B s state. Since these modes have small branching ratios, if the width difference, ∆Γ, is large the bulk of ∆Γ must be accounted for by CP non-eigenstates.
The Υ(5S) is an ideal arena to study such effects because: • In the SM, the CP eigenstates closely approximate the mass eigenstates (unlike the flavor eigenstates), thus the correlation persists until the mesons decay.
It has been pointed out by Falk and Petrov [5] that this correlation may be used to determine the angle γ of the CKM matrix. In the method of Falk and Petrov (FP) , one observes decays of the form Υ(5S) → B s B s and determines the probability that the decay of one of the B s to a CP eigenstate is correlated to the decay of the other B s to states such as D s ). In the SM this CP violation is proportional to the CKM phase γ and in fact this angle may be extracted from such data.
In this letter we generalize the FP method to include the use of both inclusive or exclusive CP non-eigenstate decays. In this way, one hopes to overcome the problem that the branching ratio to explicit CP eigenstates is small while giving up perfect knowledge of the CP state in B s → D ± s K ∓ . In particular, this strategy is guaranteed to be more effective than the FP method if ρ ≡ ∆Γ/Γ is large (e.g. ∼ 15%). This follows from the fact that ρ must be entirely accounted for by the inclusive ccss channel. The relatively large branching ratio of this channel together with the large decay rate difference can lead to a determination of γ with about a factor of three fewer number of pairs of B s than is needed with the FP method. Even if the width difference is small (∼ 5%), the two approaches may be comparable, and, in addition, by weighting the individual decay modes, the sensitivity will be improved although the amount of this improvement cannot easily be determined a priori.
A key ingredient in this analysis is the affinity that a given inclusive or exclusive decay mode has to the CP eigenstates. The correlations in Υ(5S) → B s B s allows us to determine this as well. In fact, assuming that ∆Γ is largely due to ccss we obtain as a byproduct of such studies a determination of ∆Γ/Γ with time independent data.
In this paper, we will discuss our generalization of the FP method in the context of a Υ(5S) collider with luminosity of ∼ 10 35 cm −2 s −1 as a means to determine γ using general methods of CP tagging. Key to this is the use of Υ(5S) to calibrate CP affinity for various B s decay modes. As another important application of these methods we will suggest how to determine ∆Γ/Γ using time independent correlations in Υ(5S) decay.
Let us first turn our attention to the correlations that exist in B s production at Υ(5S). There are three decay channels of the Υ(5S) which lead to a B s pair: Υ(5S) → B s B s , B s B * s and B * s B * s . Since the B * s promptly decays through B * s → B s γ, in all these cases a B s pair is produced with 0 − 2 associated photons. The CP correlation of the B s pair is different for the different production channels so it is crucial for any experiment considered here to determine the number of photons present.
Let us define χ to be the product of the CP eigenvalues of the two B s mesons. If the decay channel is Υ(5S) → B s B s or Υ(5S) → B * s B * s (ie 0 or 2 photons), then it is clear that CP states of the two mesons will be opposite so χ = −1.
In the case of B s B * s , the pair need not be a purely χ = ±1 state. The kinematics of the decay, however, dictate it is largely in the χ = +1 (correlated) state. To see this, let us write the form of the Υ(5S)B s B * s coupling determined by parity and Lorentz invariants:
where E Υ is the polarization of the Υ(5S), p Υ is the 4-momentum of the Υ(5S) and E 1 and p 1 are the polarization and 4-momentum of the B * s . Likewise the coupling of the B * s to the γB s is:
If we define R to be the proportion of χ = −1, B s B s pairs coming from the B s B * s channel:
This ratio can be shown to be small by expanding in the small mass difference between B s and B * s and the difference between m Υ(5S) and m Bs + m * Bs : Let us now consider an exclusive or inclusive final state A. We define the CP affinity α A to be
So that α A = ±1 for CP eigenstates with eigenvalue ±1 but takes on some intermediate value for all other states. Assuming that CP is conserved in B s mixing, the correlated branching ratio for a B s pair to decay to a combination of final states A and X is thus:
where
Therefore the observation of Br(B s B s → AX) tells us α X if Br(A), Br(X) and α A are known. In our generalization of the FP method to determine γ we will assume that for some final state, A, α A is known. Once α A is known, then we can use eqn. (6) to determine α X for the cases X = D ± K ∓ . Consider now the amplitude for various B s states to decay to D ± K ∓ . The amplitudes for flavor eigenstates may be written as:
where δ 1,2 are strong phases and the quark level processes are indicated for each amplitude in parenthesis. We can now write the amplitudes for the decay of CP eigenstates:
For now, let us assume that we know the magnitude of the decays from flavor eigenstates, |A 1 | and |A 2 |. If we can determine |A σ | for either σ = + or σ = −, then the FP method extracts γ by defining:
where δ = δ 2 − δ 1 . The angle γ may thus be obtained from the relation:
up to an 8 fold ambiguity in γ. The ingredients we need to carry out this program are |A σ |, |Ā σ |, |A 1 | and |A 2 |. The key contribution which can be made at a Υ(5S) collider is the determination of |A σ |. This can be done through the use of eqn. (6) since
whereΓ = Γ(B (+) + Γ(B (−) ) /2. Although it is in principle possible to determine |A 1 | and |A 2 | by time dependent studies at a hadronic collider, these quantities cannot be determined at a Υ(5S) collider since the flavor of the B s at the time of decay would need to be tagged. One can, however, measure:
which is proportional to the rate of untagged B s decay to D − s K + . It is the ratio:
that is problematic. One can, however, estimate this ratio (of quark level b → u to b → c transitions) assuming spectator dominance by considering analogous branching ratios where the spectator quark is replaced by a u or d. Thus:
where much of the uncertainty cancels in the ratio. Thus, rewriting eqn. (12) in terms of R 0 and ν it becomes:
where the dependence on the problematic factor ν has been factored out in front.
As stated before, in order to carry out the above procedure, it is necessary that some mode A with a known value of α A be available. Let us therefore consider the determination of α A . Again, using the CP correlations of the Υ(5S) we will consider two experimental procedures to extract this quantity:
1. Determine the correlation in Υ(5S) → AA.
2. Determine the correlation in Υ(5S) → AX. Here X is a state for which α X is already known.
Assuming that B s B s , B * s B * s can be distinguished from B * s B s , let us now consider the relative merits of these two methods. As we shall see, the preferred method will depend on the value of α A and α X as well as the corresponding branching ratios (which we denote B A and B X ). We also denote by b the portion of events that have χ = −1, i.e. b = (#B s B s + #B * s B * s )/(all B s B s states). Consider first the use of self-correlation to determine α A . The total statistical error, in the determination of α A one obtains by combining data from all three B s B s modes is given by:
On the other hand, if we use the mode X where α X is assumed to already be known, then the error in determination of α A is:
Thus using the second method will be statistically more favorable if
There are two classes of possible CP tagging states which should initially be considered. First of all there are those which are themselves CP eigenstates and thus are pure CP tags. In such cases α = ±1 is given in the limit that there is no CP violation in the mixing of B s and no direct CP violation in the decay to that mode. Some prominent decay modes of this type are D s D s and J/ψη (′) . Extrapolating from known B decays, the branching ratios to these states should roughly be Br(
15%. To make up for the relatively small branching ratios of the pure exclusive CP eigenstates considered above, it is useful to consider impure inclusive and exclusive states (|α| ≤ 1), in particular states with quark content ccss. Some states of this type are D s D * s , J/ψ φ, J/ψ + X. For any one of these states, it is hard to predict what α will be, and so it would have to be determined experimentally.
Indeed the set of states consisting inclusively of all ccss (which we will denote X ccss ) is probably the most promising. A number of separate calculations [4] indicate that the width difference (ρ) could be as large as ρ ∼ 15% and since this width difference is almost entirely accounted for by ccss states,
Thus, if ρ = 0.15 and assuming that the branching ratio Br(B s → X ccss ) ≈ 0.24 as in the similar B decay, we obtain α ≈ 0.24. The analyzing power defined by A(A) = α 2 A B A quantifies the usefulness of a given mode in CP asymmetry studies. Thus for ρ = .15, A(X ccss ) = 2.5%. Clearly this is superior to all of the CP eigenstate modes (where A = B A ) by a factor of at least 3.
To experimentally determine α(X ccss ), the self correlation method would likely be the best. If N = 10 8 (the number of B s pairs) then the statistical error in α would be 0.07% using the formalism above. In practice using this method it is the subset of X ccss which is accepted by the detector which will have α directly determined. In addition, the data may allow the identification of a subset of X ccss which might have a larger value of A.
Indeed, this provides a time independent method of determining the B s width difference. If we assume that the entire width difference is due to final states of the form ccss then ρ can be determined through the relation eqn. (22) if α ccss and B ccss have been experimentally determined.
Taking the number of B s pairs, N = 10 8 , let us now estimate the statistical error one might expect in sin 2γ. First, we need an estimate of R 0 . These branching ratios are not as yet measured but by comparison with the corresponding B + decay:
and
For the purposes of a numerical estimate, we will assume that γ = 90
• and δ = 0
• . Taking A = 2.5% the statistical error in sin 2γ is thus:
In general, we could reduce the error further by combining data from similar decay modes such as B * s K and B s K * . Another use for having an enhanced ability to tag CP eigenstates is to test for CP violation in the mixing of the B s at a hadronic B machine. If, as in the kaon system, we denote the CP eigenstates as:
Assuming the meson can be tagged at the point of creation as either a B s or B s then, following the formalism of [6] the time dependent rate of decay to a CP = + or a CP = − state to leading order in ǫ is:
whereΓ = (Γ 1 + Γ 2 )/2, C Γ = cosh(∆Γt/2), S Γ = sinh(∆Γt/2), C M = cos(∆Mt), S M = sin(∆Mt) and ǫ = ǫ r + iǫ i .
As can be seen, the oscillating terms are proportional to ǫ r and ǫ i . In the Standard Model, it is estimated that ǫ = O(10 −3 ) so the observation of this form of CP violation would be indicative of physics beyond the SM.
Of course in the discussion above we have assumed that CP is preserved in the mixing in order to correlate the states of the B s mesons from the Υ(5S). This assumption is reasonable since the time integrated probability of a B 
and thus negligible for small ǫ.
In conclusion, a collider run at the Υ(5S) resonance has a number of potential applications due to the correlation of the CP states of the B s meson pairs it produces. In general, we can explore the differences in the decay rates to inclusive and exclusive final states either through self correlation or correlation with a known CP eigenstate. In particular, if α ccss is measured, then we can determine ρ ≡ ∆Γ/Γ through time independent data. In the case of D ± s K ∓ we can use this data to determine the CKM phase γ using the generalization of the FP method. Note that for FP and its generalization we still need the parameter ν, however, this may be estimated from theoretical arguments or be determined at a hadronic machine. We can also use the differences between the decays of the CP eigenstates to look for CP violating mixing effects at a hadronic machine.
